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Design without compromise
Say goodbye to outdated designs due to restrictive materials. See your creations as you imagined them with high-quality self adhesive vinyl for wall and furniture that transform your spaces from boring to fabulous.

DISCOVER OUR COLLECTION


Weathered OakB4

Statuary WhiteNE31
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No limits
Quality products that feel like authentic materials. They adapt to most surfaces and stay within clients' design budgets.
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Non-stop
The renovation is clean and fast, without disruption or interruption. Hotels, shops, and restaurants can remain open throughout the restoration.
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Eco-friendly
Renovate your interiors in a more responsible way by avoiding overconsumption. No need to throw away old materials to replace them with a new design.




Our 500 references

Wood
Color
Stone
Concrete
Steel
Textile
Glitter


The wood imitation adhesive allows you to bring a touch of nature into your space. Strong and easy to install, it is the perfect product to change the design of a room in the blink of an eye.

Discover this collection
Are you looking to add a touch of color to a wall or personalize a piece of furniture? With colored adhesive film, let your imagination speak for a custom look.

Discover this collection
From the floor to the walls, make multiple shades of colors your own to dress up every room. The charm of a 'natural stone' appearance in a room? The impression of small, controlled imperfections...

Discover this collection
Discover the beauty of concrete's raw elegance without the weight and hassle – it's the ideal choice for those who crave an urban edge in their surroundings

Discover this collection
Whether it's with a rust or aluminum effect, materials and textures are present in our Steel range. Add a silver or gold touch to your interior. Are you leaning towards an industrial look? The sheet metal or carbon fiber effect will be ideal.

Discover this collection
Ideal for a modern and deconstructed look! Attract the eye and evoke emotion in a bedroom or dining room with the hypnotic textures of the many models in the range.

Discover this collection
Want an interior with disco inspirations? Sparkling originality? Count on our Glitter range and its glam & glossy and unique looks! Whether they are colorful or not, your pieces will shine brightly once combined with optimal lighting.

Discover this collection
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Quality renovation and creation accessible to all
The self adhesive vinyl for wall and furniture Cover is the most ecological and economical solution to enhance all surfaces with Styl!
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Our latest creations
Looking for a unique, stylish, and affordable design? Get inspired by Cover Styl and achieve the best outcome for your project.

See our creations
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Daddato GiuseppeDirector Best Western Luxembourg
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@nieks_serviesInterior designer
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Dominique GrandjoncGeneral Manager Novotel
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Maysa De AlmeidaInterior designer



They are talking about us
"Why did I choose Cover Styl?"
For three reasons: speed of installation, cost and ecological impact. What's more, there are no nuisances like with traditional renovation.

"Totally happy with this super cool result!"
Cover Styl helped us to renovate our frames and flat doors in our hallway. Fromboring white doors and frames to a warm hallway with black frames and wood-lookdoors, all covered with the beautiful Cover Styl adhesive films.

"I strongly recommend using Cover Styl for the hotels"
Beyond the very nice finishes submit by Cover Styl, the architect select some specifics RAL, that has been customized for this refurbishment. This advantage saved us a lot of time and this is a true asset for Cover Styl'. That’s why I strongly recommend using Cover Styl for the hotels, especially with his incontestable price/performance ratio.

"The future of interiors is here!"
And now, working with Cover Styl this journey has reached new heights. A world where creativity knows no bounds and spaces come alive with style and sophistication. The future of interiors is here, and it's more inspiring than ever before.





The brands that have Styl
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Stay on trend

See all articles




Read the article

Wood-effect paint or adhesive film? Which solution to renovate your furniture?
Wood is a very popular material for interior design. Easy to care for, durable and aesthetically pleasing, it is at home in the most luxurious...
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Read the article

Minimalism: 3 key elements for a successful minimalist decor
If you're thinking about decorating your home or business premises, you've probably considered the minimalist style. This is a recent trend...
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Read the article

Decorating a trade show stand: our advices for a breathtaking result
Trade shows are the perfect opportunity to meet new customers or business partners, as well as promote your products and services. Yet...
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Read the article

Green renovation: 4 simple ideas to reduce your carbon footprint
Do you want to redecorate your business premises? But how can you renovate your offices in an ecological way? At a time when environmental...
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Read the article

Decorative ideas for nursery dormitory: create endless decorations with the adhesive film
The nap is an essential moment for the good development of the child. In a daycare centre, the rest room must be set up in a comfortable...
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